Library Will Relocate Thousands Of Books

By JUDY McCUISTION

“It all began very simply in the basement — but will necessitate moving at least three-fourths of the books,” claimed Dr. Craig of Fondren Library in his explanation of “what’s going on here.”

THE BASEMENT of the library, late location of Sammy’s

and school organization offices, will soon be put to use as book space. Books will also fill gaps on the fourth and fifth floors. Material formerly kept on the fifth floor is being moved to Lovett Hall for storage. New carrels will be located in the basement and on the fifth floor to accommodate the increasing numbers of graduate students.

THE NET RESULT of all this industry will be enough space to permit the addition of 75,000 books to the present collection of 425,000.

Catagorizing the new book properly will involve a major turn-over. Musical chairs with half a million participants is on this summer’s agenda.